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Answer: C

QUESTION: 56
After changing the SCSI ID of any device in the library using the Configure Library Settings
screen on the Operator Control Panel, what must you do for the new ID to become effective?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Run Initialize from the Service screen.
Toggle the library from On-Line to Off-Line and back.
Power cycle the library.
Confirm by pressing the Select button.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 57
You are preparing to install the Pass-Through Mechanism (PTM) to an ESL9000 series library.
Using the Operator Control Panel, what must you do before beginning the installation? Select
TWO.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Ensure the library is functional by running SysTest.
Set the library StorageWorks defaults.
Perform a library calibration and inventory.
Load firmware version 3.1 required for PTM operation.
Disable the library Auto Clean function.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 58
Using the LibDiag diagnostic software or the Operator Control Panel, the HP model number of an
ESL9000 series library must be entered after ____.

A.
B.
C.
D.

a library in a MUSL configuration has been set to Master
adding an E2400-160 Fibre Channel interface controller
the memory module has been replaced
the ESL expansion cage has been installed
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 59
Which statements concerning the HP Library and Tape Tools Read/Write Test utility are correct?
Select TWO.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

It writes and reads random data from tape. A single blank tape is required.
It reads data from one tape and writes it to another. A tape containing data is required.
It reads data from one tape and writes it to another. The data will be generated randomly.
It checks read/write error rates. The test fails if a certain limit is exceeded.
It checks read/write performance. The test fails if a certain minimum is not reached.

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 60
On the Overview screen of the Operator Control Panel, which information on the drive status is
NOT provided?

A.
B.
C.
D.

cartridge is loaded or unloaded
loaded cartridge is write-enabled or write-protected
drive error code
compression is enabled or disabled

Answer: C

QUESTION: 61
The STOP button on the ESL9000 series control panel ____.

A.
B.
C.
D.

terminates running backup operations and switches the library from on-line to off-line
halts all library activity by cutting off power to the library robotics when pressed once
halts robotics movement and unlocks the load port so you can open it to access the magazines
terminates running diagnostics immediately and redisplays the initial control panel screen

Answer: B
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QUESTION: 62
Ultrium 460 drives require a ____ drive per SCSI bus configuration in the ESL9595 series
libraries.

A.
B.
C.
D.

one
two
three
four

Answer: A
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